Appendix 1 LED lighting replacement (lot 1)
Bj’s Leisure and Skegness aquarium internal lighting
Bj’s Leisure;

The savings potential was carried out as a like for like replacement within a desktop audit. Alternative
replacement options that use more or less lights, but fulfill the lighting requirements at the site are
welcomed. Replacement options need to save a significant amount of energy while still offering a
good quality light, which is adequate to the requirements of each room.

Skegness Aquarium;
Lights at the aquarium have specific requirements in terms of quantity and quality of
the emitted light. Suggested replacements should take this into account.
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Appendix 2 Neon replacement (Lot 2)
Bj’s Leisure neon lighting replacement
Saving potential was estimated in a desktop audit using a count of the transformers
and an estimated average transformer power consumption. Exact dimensioning and
layout of the neon installation will need to be confirmed on site.

The vast majority of the neon fixtures are located outside of the building, however
some are internal.
The positioning of the retrofitted LED neons may differ slightly due to works.
The neon replacement may require additional fixtures (these will be quoted for in
addition to the funded lot)
The neon replacement may be subject to a site survey to clarify positioning and
colouration.
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Appendix 3 neon and LED signage replacement (Lot 3)
Bj’s Leisure neon lighting replacement
Saving potential was estimated in a desktop audit using a count of the transformers
and an estimated average transformer power consumption. Exact dimensioning and
layout of the neon signs and LED sign installation will need to be confirmed on site.
The following bespoke signs of unknown wattage are to be replaced with an energy
efficient alternative .

All of the main signage fixtures are located outside of the building.
The positioning of the retrofitted Signs may differ slightly due to works.
The signage replacement may require additional fixtures (these will be quoted for in
addition to the funded lot)
The signage replacement may be subject to a site survey to clarify positioning and
colouration.
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